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Abstract
Faithful distribution of photonic entangled states among distantly located parties is one of the
important issues in the field of quantum communication. Embedding the quantum states into
decoherence-free subspace (DFS) consisting of a number of photons is considered to be one of the
promising schemes to achieve this task. So far several schemes have been proposed and experimen-
tally demonstrated for quantum communication. The photon loss in the quantum channel, however,
seriously degrades the transmission rate of quantum states. For example, when the transmittance
of one photon through the channel is ? and the number of photons to build the DFS is two, the
transmission rate of a signal quantum state is proportional to ?2.
Recently, in order to boost up the efficiency of the DFS, a new entanglement sharing protocol has
proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The success probability of this scheme is proportional
to 7, in spite of a two-photon DFS. The key idea of this scheme is the use of an ancillary photon
from a weak coherent light pulse counter-propagating through the channels to build the two photon
DFS. This scheme is, however, robust against only a phase noise channel.
In this thesis, we propose an entanglement distribution scheme which is robust against not only
a phase noise but also a general type of the channel noise and the transmission rate is proportional
to T.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Quantum mechanical world offers strange behavior, which is not easy to understand from the classical
viewpoint. The cat which is in the superposition state of the living and death was introduced by
Schrcidinger to show the strangeness of the quantum mechanics [1]. The strange nature of quantum
world even bothered a famous physical scientist A. Einstein and his colleagues and they criticized
the quantum mechanics using an example of the specific quantum state, which is called EPR state
or entangled state [2]. About 30 years later from the EPR paper, an interesting inequality which
shows the borderline between the classical world and the quantum world was proposed by J. S.
Bell [3]. This inequality, which is called Bell's inequality, is a simple one which makes classically
plausible assumptions - locality and reality. A generalized inequality of Bell's inequality, which is
called CHSH inequality, was also proposed by J. F. Clauser, M. A. Horne, A. Shimony, and R. A.
Holt [ ]. The violation of Bell's inequality is presented using entangled state which is used to show
the contradiction of the quantum mechanics. Ironically, in fact, the violation of Bell's inequality
was confirmed experimentally by A. Aspect et aIlS\. This means that, whether we like it or not, all
the things that happens in the real world are not explained by classical language only.
Quantum mechanics has brought out many facts what happen in the world. One of the example
of the curious but incomprehensible phenomenon which was explained by the quantum mechanics
is the double-slit experiment. In this experiment, in spite of the emission of the single particle, the
interference pattern appears if the trials are repeated. To understand the result of this experiment,
we have to accept the fact that such a particle cannot be treatedjust as a usual classical particle. We
have to accept the dual nature - wave nature and particulate behavior. Other than that, for example,
the discrete energ"y levels of the hydrogen atom is explained by using the quantum mechanics. As
seen above, quantum mechanics has successfully explained the phenomena of nature.
Quantum mechanics has mainly developed in the field of elementary particle physics, cosmology,
and condensed matter physics. Recently, a new attempt to understand the information science by
physics has been done. This area is, in abroad sense, called quantum information 16]. A basic idea
of the quantum computing machine (quantum Turing machine), which is one of the biggest topic of
quantum information, was first proposed by D. Deutsch [7]. In his idea, the bits is not treated as a
cla^ssical bits which have the fixed values. but as the superposition of the bits. This quantrrm version
of bit is called qubit. The basic idea of the quantum Turing machine is that during the calculation,
the parallel computation by use of the superposition states of the bits is performed. He showed that
arbitrary quantum circuits are simulated by this quantum Turing machine. At that time, however,
quantum Ttrring machine was just a toy gedanken.
In 1994, P. W. Shor proposed a sensational quantum algorithm which can factor a big number in
apolynomial time 18]. This implies that if the quantum computing machine is realized, the public
key cryptosystem, which is now used all over the world, would break down. Since then, quantum
information has got a lot of attention. Other than that, a useful quantum data sea,rch algorithm
was proposed by Grover [9]. They showed the potentiality of quantum computing machine.
Nowadays, quantum information became an established area of physics and has a wide variety
of research topics. Among them, quantum communication is one of the important topic. A big
challenge of the quantum communication is to diffuse the use of quantum networks around the
world as well as the present networks [10]. The first step of quantum networks is to distribute
entangled qubits between two users and then expand to the multi-party entangled system such as
W states lll,12,13, 14] or GHZ [15, 16] states. A short-range to a long-range entangled system
is also an important element. This can be realized using well known quantum repeater protocol
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21], which repeats the entanglement generation and entanglement swapping [22]
using repeaters with quantum memories. In order to implement quantum information processing
such as quantum teleportation [23], entanglement based quantum key distribution (QKD) 124,25,26]1
and quantum computation 127,281 between two-parity Alice (sender of the signal state) and Bob
(receiver of the signal state), they have to share entangled pair in advance. Since they cannot sha,re
entangled pair by using only local operations and classical communications (LOCC), Alice has to
prepare it and send a half of entangled pair. In the entanglement sharing, the photons are best
suited candidate of the qubits.
The signal photon is sent from Alice to Bob through an optical fiber, however, there are annoying
obstacles during the transmission of the photon. The quantum state is naive and fragile, and it is
vulnerable to the channel noise. This cause the breaking of the initial entangled state which Alice
prepared, and this makes quantum information processing hard to implement. The typical kind of
the channel noises are the phase noise and the polarization rotation which come from the birefringent
effect of the channel. The difference of the refractive indices depending on the crystal axes cause the
birefringence. Protecting the quantum state from the channel noise is important issues. Roughly
speaking, there are two effective ways to circumvent the degradat,ion oI t,he quantum states. One
possible way is quantum error correction (QEC) and the other is to use the decoherence-free subspace
(DFS).
The first candidate, QtrC, is to encode the qubits into error correcting codes, which are well
designed error correctable codes, e.g., CSS code employing 7 qubits. Alice encodes qubits into this
code and sends all of them. After receiving these qubits, Bob implements the error correction and
decodes back to the initial state. In this case, however, the distribution efficiency is O(?7), since
seven qubits are required to construct CSS code, and all the qubits has to be delivered. Here ?
represents the transmittance of the channel. This idea is unsuited to distribution of the quantum
state.
The second promising candidate is the use of the no'iseless subspace. called decoherence-free
subspace (DFS) [29, 30]. The DFS is a part of the Hilbert space and qubits are encoded within
the space spanned by this subspace. Compared to the former scheme, less qubits are needed and
the distribution efifrciency is high. Anot,her advantage of this scheme is the unnecessity of the active
controls. Alice just sends the signal photon with the signal photon. The ancillary photon helps to
construct the such a noiseless subspace by expanding Hilbert space. Afrter receiving the photons, all
Bob has to do is to decode back to the initial state. DFS is a powerful tool and this idea is used
not only in the quantum communication but also in many situations [31, 32, 33, 34, 351.
This thesis is mainly focused on entanglement distribution schemes based on DFS. Until now,
in quantum communication, many efforts have been made theoretically and experimentally [36, 37,
38,39, 40,41,42,43,44,45,46]. With respect to the single qubit distribution and entanglement
distribution, the comparison of the robustness and the efficiency of the protocols are shown in Table
1. As shown, our protocol shows the best performance.
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2: Polarization state transformation in an optical fiber
In this chapter, we examine the polarization-state transformation in birefringent media using
Jones method. The birefringent media are the model of the optical fiber that is widely used as
the communication channel. More importantly, we give a useful relation of the birefringent media
for the forward-propagating and backward-propagating photon. This relation is used in our newly
proposed entanglement distribution protocol.
Chapter 3: Quantum communication based on the DFS
We review faithful single qubit distribution among the distantly separated parties. This is a
significant task fbr the quantum communication and still central theme in this area. In this chapter,
we use the DFS which is useill noise-suppressing scheme against the fluctuations of the transmission
Scheme Phase noise General noise Efficiency
M. Bourennane et. al.
T. Yamamoto et. al.
R. Ikuta et. al.
This thesi,s
Table 1.1: Cornparison of the robustness and the efficiency between previous schemes and our
scheme.
channel. We show that the signal photon with an ancillary photon enables us to distribute an
arbitrary single qubit state under the collective phase noise. Then we show that by using additional
transmission lines, it becomes possible to overcome a general type of the channel noise. This scheme
is easily generalize to entanglement distribution scheme.
Chapter 4: Entanglement distribution protocol with counter-propagating
photons
In the conventional protocols, all the photons forming DFS, i.e., the signal and the ancillary
photons have to delivered to the receiver's side. This restriction fatally decreases the transmission
rate of the scheme. The success probability of the DFS schemes which are introduced in chapter 3
is proportional to T2. This means that when ? : 0.01, the success probability becomes 10-4.
In this chapter, we introduce an efficient entanglement distribution protocol which can achieve
the success probability to be proportional to ?. An essential idea is to use a weak coherent light
pulse as an ancillary photon from the receiver of the signal photon to the sender. This idea shed
Iight on a.new entanglement distribution scheme and is taken in the scheme proposed in chapter 5.
Chapter 5: Entanglement distribution protocol over general collective
noise with counter-propagating photons
We have introduced an efficient entanglement distribution scheme in chapter 4. The robustness
in this scheme is assumed only the phase noise. In general, however, the pola,rization rotations exist
T4
T2
T
during the transmission.
In this chapter, we propose a new entanglement distribution protocol which is robust against not
only a phase noise but also a general noise. This scheme is also efficient one that can achieve the
success probability to be proportional to ?. At the end of this chapter, we discuss the application
range of the counter-propagating DFS protocols. Is it possible to apply the counter-propagating
DFS schemes to all kind of the transmission channel? We answer this ouestion
Chapter 2
Pola fization- state t ransformat ion
in an optical fiber
2.I Polarization-state transformation in the lossless media
2.L.L Definitions
In order to analyze the polarization-state transfbrmation in an optical fiber, we use Jones calculation
method, which enables us to calculate the output state of the photon if the input state and the
transformation matrix of the optical fiber are given. The first thing which we have to do is to clarify
the definition of the polarization of the photons for which avoid the unwanted confusion of the
polarization state during the transmission of the fiber. First we introduce the coordinate systems
used in this paper to describe the polarization states for forward-propagation (Alice to Bob) and
backward-propagating (Bob to Alice) photons. Our definitions of the polarization-state used in this
paper are as follows:
o We assign two right-handed coordinate systems ryz and r'y' zt , wh\ch are used for forward-
and backward-propagating photons, respectively as shown in Fig. 2.1.
o The forward-propagating photons travel along z axis and the backward-propagating photons
travel along zt axis. We choose y and y' axes to be in the same direction, while r and z' axes
to be in the opposite directions.
o A linearly polarized state of a photon with electric field vector along c axis and g axis is
represented by lr) and ly), respectively as shown in Fig. 2.2. The relative phase between lz)
and ly) is chosen such that cosglr) +sinply) represents the state linearly polarized in the
Figure 2.1: Coordinate systens for the forward propagation (tyz) ard the backwa,rd propagation
(r'y'"'). Photons propagate along z (z') axis. A birefringent element h located with its surface
perpendicular to the z (z') axis.
direction with angle rp from r axis. When g : n /4 and -r f 4, the states are represented by
lD) and lD), respectively.
o Using the matrix forrn, ttre polarizations are defied as follows.
?
?
?
?
???
同=0,
p=洗0,同=島0,
lν)==(I)
lf))=島
  (11)           . (2.1)
|・)=島
 (1,)・
Also the matrices of the polarizers are shown in Fig,2.3,which is used later.
In qua・ntum commu血cation,infoFmatiOns are encoded intO polarization of the photons and they
are tFansmitted using communication chamels,usually optical ibers.However,the polaizations
are changed during the transmission and initial informations are lost at the FeCelVer's side.Thus,
allttZing the changes during the nbers are impOrtant.The powerful tool for a■lalyzing the b havio
of the polarttation is syttematicdけstudied by Jones r7,4倒.Using hiS calculatbn mahod,the
ID)π
ID)
yFigure 2.2: Illustration of the polarization states. The propagation direction of the photon is set to
*2. The polarization is determined by the observer who faces to 
-2. (a) The electric field vector of
ff poh,rized state is parallel to s axis and 7 polarize state is parallel to g axis. (b) D polarized state
is just between r and y axes and D polarized photon is just between 
-r and g/ axes. (c) The electric
field of the right-circular polarization is rotated clockwise direction and left-circular polarization is
rotated countercloclrwise direction.
polarization-state transformations are analyzed.
The media which compose the optical fiber are assumed to have two different crystal axes. These
axes are called the slow axis and the fast axis, corresponding to the diference ofthe refraction indices.
Because of this, photons experience the different phases during the traveling the media.
Polarizers Jones Matrices
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
??
．?‐?
?
?
???
?
?? ?
:(|
Figure 2.3: The matrices of the polarizers.
2.1,2 Polarization-state transformation in a lossless birefringent element
The aim of this subsection is to analyze the polarization-state transformation in an optical fiber.
At first. for simplicity, we analyze the case of one birefringent element. Here we assume a lossless
birefringent element. Later we treat a more general case.
A single photon polarization state can be written as
l'lt):V"1") +Vola)
lw\t-t, (2.2)
\r" I
where 7, and Vo are complex numbers satisfying lvl" + lvsl2 : I. The second line shows the
corresponding vector representation of the state, which is known as Jones vector [47, 48]. The slow
and fast axis of a birefringent element is represented by s and /, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
The angle between g axis and / axis is 9, where the positive rotation directiorr is deflned to be from
positive r (r/) axis to positive y (y') axis. The polarization state along s and / axis is represented
as ls) and l/), respectively. We first describe the transformation of the polarization state of the
forward propagating photon. In this case, we :use:LAz coordinate system to describe the polarization
states. As usual, the transformation of the basis from {lr),lg)} to {1"),l/)} is described as
/",\ ( "o"e 'mB\ /v,\l:l:l rr r. (2.3)
\vt I \- sin 0 cose f \vo )
where V" and Vy are the coefficients of the ls) and l/), respectively and satisfy lv"l' + lWlz : t.
Here, we define
( 
"oro sin d\R@): t I Q.4)
,- 
sin d cos0 )
After passing through the birefringent element, the state is altered by ls) + 
"-'al") and l/) -+ .'alf)
and described as / \ / , \/ \['!l:('* o)[n) e5)\vjl \o ",r)\r,)
Vj andVj are the components of lz) and l9), and we define the phase shift matrix
*@):('-o' o) (2.6)\ o "'*/
Performing the basis transformation from {1"),1/)} to {lr),ly)} by the rotation matrix fi(-d), we
obtain ?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
?? ?
?
? ?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
‐
?
?
〓
?
?
‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
‥
?
?
10
??
Thus the state after passing through the birefringent element is described郎
lψ
′)=ζ")+弓υ)・
The overall transformation frolrn initial to flnal state is described by
When we consider the horizontally polarized state lz)
described as
The state after passing through the
we consider right-circular polarized
(2.8)
●・1の
as an input state, the output state is
(2.11)
the vertically polarized state. Next
an input state. The output state is
υ≡υ(θ,φ)
=R(―θ)Iダ(φ)R(θ)
= (C~をlillil夕[:i:i12θ
where υ is a unittty matrix which satisnes υtty=
p.9)
2.1.3 Examples of the polarization-state transformation 1-
We have considered the polarization-state transformation in the birefringent element using Jones
calculation method. Here we apply this method to the half-wave plate and the quarter-wave plate.
A half-wave plate
The illustration of the pola.rization transformation in a half-wave plate is shown in Fig. 2.4. The
relative phase retardation of the half-wave plate is zr, that is S : v f 2' We calculate the output state
of the half-wave plate by Jones calculation method. The azimuth angle of the wave plate is taken
as rf 4. The matrix of the half-wave plate is written as
?
、
‐
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
???「???
????????
???）?
?
??。?．、??〕
???「??‐???
????﹈
ι「λ/2=R(π/4)″(π/2)R(π/4)
=Cづ→・
?
?
‐
?
?
ー
?
?
?
?
‥
?
?
〓
Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the polarization transformation in a \f2 wave plate (upper)
and a \/4 wave plate (lower). The angle between the fast axis and y aros is r/4.
described as
?
、
‐
?
?
ー
?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
??????
?
?????
?
?
?????
〓
?
喩/21め=島
=IL)・ ●.12)
The output state becomes left-circular polarized state. Note that in case of the circula.rly polarized
state, lR) is transformed into lI) and vice versa, regardless of the aaimuth angle.
A quarter-wave plate
In the similar way, we consider the polarization-state transformation in the quarter-wave plate as
shown in Fig. 2.4 (lower). The relative phase retardation of the quarter-wave plate is nf2, that is
d : rl4. The aaimuth a,ngle of the wave plate is taken as r/4. The matrix of the qua,rter-wave
plate is written as
(2.13)
12
We consider the horizontally
the output state is described
polarized state lz)
as
The state after passing through the
consider right-circular polarized state
state is described as
as an input state. Using this expression,
(2.r4)
Ieft-circular polarized state. Next we
input state. In this case, the output
?
、
‐
?
?
ー
?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
〓
?
、
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?‐?
?
?
?
??
?〔??」??????????ぉ
「????
????????
喩/4R)
(2.15)
The output state becomes horizontally polarized state. We can easily derive the polarization of the
output state after passing through the birefringent element using Jones calculation method.
2.2 Polarization-state transformation in a lossless birefrin-
gent elements for the backward-propagating photon
2.2.I The matrix of the birefringent element for the backward-propagating
photon
Let us consider the birefiingent effect for the backward propagating photon [49, 50]. In this case, we
lse r'y'z'coordinate system. Note that the angle between y' and / axis is -0, as shown Fig.2.5,
while the phase shift matrix is the same. Thus the overall transformation of the photon transmitting
from Bob to Alice is described as
fr 
=fr10,61
: R@)w(dR(-o)
( e-i6 cos2 0 + eia sin2 0 i sin @ sin(2d) \:l ^ I (2.16)
\ i sin @sin(29) e-i6 sin2 0 + ei6 cos2 o )
In this thesis ti denotes the transformation matrix of the lossless birefiingent element for the
backward propagatingphoton described by r'ytztcoordinate system. Using ft(d) : ZR(0)TZ and
?
?
‥
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
‥
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
〓
13
χツ Z
Figure 2.5: The inclination of the / a>cis in ryz andn'g'zt coordinate systems. The angle between
the / axis and the g axis is 0 in ryz coordinate system, and -d in r'g'z' coordinate system.
W(il : ZW(O)TZ, an important relation of the transformations between the forward and the
backward propagating photon is found as
t : Z(lrZ, (2.17)
lt o\
whercZ isaPaulimatrixwritten asZ: l' " l. Notethat,theselectionof thePaulimatrix\0 -tl
in (2.17) is changed by the selection of the coordinate system, which is discussed in the Appendix.
2.2.2 Examples of the polarization-state transformation 2
Let us consider some ca,ses of the photon which is propagating toward the backward direction in
a birefringent element using rtytztcoordinate system. In the previous section, we considered the
polarization-state transformation in the half-wave plate and the quarter-wave plate for forward
propagating photon. In turn, we consider the case where the photon propagates the backward
direction, that is to say, the photon enters the birefringent element from the opposite direction.
A half-wave plate
When the lr) state enter the half-wave plate to the forward (+z) direction, the output state become
-rlg), up to the global phase. Here we consider the case where -ilg) state enter the half-wave plate
from the opposite side as shown in Fig. 2.6(a). The matrix of the half-wave plate for the backward
propagation is written as
、????
??
?????〕?
????????????．?
?
???
??
〓
?
14
(2.lo
Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the polarization transformation in (a) a ),f2 wave plate and
(b) a,\/  wave plate. The angle between the fast axis and g axis is r/4. The photon propagates
toward z' (- z) direction.
The polarization state after passing through the element is described as
=α ). (2.1e)
The state after passing through the half-wave plate is the horizontally polarized statel. Next we
consider left-circular polarized state l.L) as an input state. The output state is described as
聯開=0
t^r,lL): + (;)
: ln).
The output state becomes right-circular polarized state.
(2.20)
A quarter-wave plate
In the similar way? we consider the polarization-state transformation in the qua,rter-wave plate for
the backward-propagating photon as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The matrix of the quarter-wave plate for
lThe expression of Eq. (2.19) is the time-reversed version of expression Eq. (2.11). See the next section.
IO
the backward propagation is written as
(2.21)
We consider the left-circular polarized state l.L) as an input state. The output state is described as
???????
?
?
?
．???．???????????????．?????????．．ェ
?
?‐??
?
?
?
〓
?
サλ/41Z)=(:)
=“ ).
The state after passing through the quarter-wave plate from the opposite side become horizontally
polarized state. Next we consider right-circular polarized state lr) as an input state. In this case,
the output state is described as
<_
U 2,1nlr) :
: lR).
The output state becomes right-circular polarized state lR).
(2.2o
Optical isolator based on a birefringent element
The optical devise which prevents the backscattered light is called the optical isolator.The schematic
picture of the optical isolator based on a birefringent element is shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). The input
light is converted into horizontally-polarized light by the linear polarizer, and passes through the
quarter-wave plate. After passing the quarter-wave plate, the light is reflected by the mirror. Then
the light enters from the opposite side of the quarter-wave plate. At this time, a new coordinate
system is introduced so as to the traveling direction of the light is set to +z'. The matrix of the
isolator is calculated as follows:
?
、
‐
?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
?
?
(2.22)
(22o
Uisorator :tj rfr 
^tnUr(Jt/qU,
-0.
The light corning back is blocked completely by the polarizer. Thus the whole system described in
F増.2.7(→ЮrkS tt the opuc」ぉdator.ら('p)represents the mttr破ofthe pdarレer whch passes
the horizont」ly―polaHzed light for fOr、vttd(backward)prOpttatiOn,and偽/4(サλ/4)repreSellts
the matr破of the quarter―w ve plate which is rotated by π/4 f m he horizontal axis for forward
16
Figure 2,7: Polarization transformation by a )./4 wave plate and the reflection by (a) a mirror (b)
two mirrors. (a) The light beam coming back after one or odd numbers of reflections are blocked
by the linear polarizer, which acts as an isolator. (b) The Iight beam is not blocked by the linear
polarizer and the scheme is not able to isolate the source from the reflected light. Note that the
effect of even numbers of mirror reflections equals to the identity operation.
(backward) propagation. The matrix of the polarizer along r axis is represented as (Jo : ff o :
lL 0l| - " | . W" have used the relation (2.17) and the matrix of the mirror Uya 2, which is represented\o o/
as
びЛイ== (11 1)
=―Z.
Next rve consider the case where the light is reflected by two mirrors as shovrn in Fig. 2.7(b). In
this case, the matrix representing the whole system is written as
{- {-
U : UpU slaUyUyUslaU,
/\
: Ir o'l .
\0 0)
(2.25)
(2.26)
2The representation of the mirror is related to the two coordinate systems chosen. This is explained in Appendix.
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Figure 2.8: A series of birefringent elements as a model of the optical fiber. he angle between / axis
and y axis of the jth element is represented by d3.
Here the reflected light appears in the input port. These two systems show different behavior by
changing the number of the mirrors3. As discussed above, Jones calculation method help us to find
out the output state after passing through the optical media and optical devices. When the photon
propagates two opposite direction, the state transformation is easily calculated using ryz and r'Y'a'
coordinate systems.
2.2.3 The matrix of the optical fiber
We have considered the matrix of a birefringent element for the forward-propagating photon and the
backward-propagating photon and derived the relation Eq. (2.17). We now consider more general
case, i.e., I/ birefringent elements as shown Fig. 2.8. The overall matrix of N birefringent elements
for the forward propagating photon is described as
3The efiect of the mirror with odd number reflection is 
-2, while even number of reflection is (-Z)2 : 7.
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(2.27)
The subscripts represent jth birefringent element. The corresponding unitary transformation for
the backward-propagating photon is written as
サニケ1'2~サ′・…ケⅣ_1ケⅣ
Because of the relation(2.17),the f0110wing equation holds:
サ='1'2・…ケ/~サⅣl'Ⅳ
=Z(ιろvυⅣ_1… ころ …I1/2び1)TZ
=ZυTZ.
This shows that the relation (2.17) is satisfied in lf case. This relation is
ment distribution protocol since counter-propagating two photons are used
is discussed in Chap. 5.
(2.28)
(2.29)
used in our entangle―
in the protocol,、vhich
2.3 Backward propagation and the time-reversal symmetry
In this subsection, we discuss the relation between backward-propagating photon and time-reversed
photon. First of all, we briefly review the time'reversal [51].
2.3.L Antiunitary operator
We define the antiunitary operator d.
Deflnition.
lβ)→lβ) o.30)
+C,θβ)
(2.31→
(2.31b)
The relation (2.31b) alone defines an antilinear operator. Let us consider the transformation G
satisfying
lα)3d).
The transformation
lo) -+ la) :ala),
is said to be antiunitary if equations
(Bta)
0(c7la) + czlfi))
are satisfied, Ibr any {1"), 16)} and {c1, c2}.
=(βlα)*
=Ciθlα)
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(2.32)
The transformations such as spacial inversion and translational operation are examples of them.
After the transformation, the absolute value of the inner product, i.e.,
|(βlδ)=(βlα) (2.33)
should be preserved. Concerning this condition, the following theorem (Wigner's theorem) is derived.
Wigner's theorem
Consider the transformation G as following:
,,G,_,la) -+ la).
The condition satisfying (2.33) is either unitarity that satisfies
(Bla) : (u Blua) : $1")
(2.34)
(2.35)
び(Cl α)十c2β))=Clびα)+C2びM), (2.36)
or antiunitaritv that satisfies
(βa)=(θβ α)=(αlβ)=(βα)* (2.37)
θ(Cllα)+C2β))=Ciθlα)+Cあθβ)・ (2.38)
We now claim that an antiunitary operator can be written as
0:UK, (2.3e)
where U is a unitary operator and K is the complex-conjugate operator that performs the complex
conjugate of any coefficients of states. Before checking (2.31), let us examine the property of the K
operator. Suppose we have a state multiplied by a complex number c. Then we have
Kcla) : c. Kla). (2.40)
Let us consider the case where lo) is expanded in terms of base kets {la')}. Under the action K, we
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have
lめ=Σゴ)ぼ→ム|め=Σぽげκ♂)
=Σぼ|げ|め       ●・41)
This shows that κ is alltilinear.Since the inller product of κlα)and κlβ)SttiSnes(αlβ)*,K iS all
antiunitary operatOr. Therefore,、ve have
θ(Cl α)+C21β))=νκ(Cl α)+C2β))
=Ciンκlα)十`ダ/κlβ)
=Ciθ α)十Cあθlβ)),            (2.42)
い)=Σ降つぽ降)ムに)=ΣO′い)ツ倒αつ
=Σぽげνめ
and
l島=Σ⇔′の*冽αつ琴√|=Σcのぼビ     。・4o
These prOperties clettly sho、v
√い)=ΣぱЮぽレ″につ←ば)
=Σ。lαりし′|の=佃|の
=(βlα)*.                          (2.44)
Thus θ=ン′ζ is an antiunittty operator
2.3.2  Tinl()reversal operator
ln many situations of physics,the timerev℃rsal pllenomena is discussed.The arrow of time is one
V｀ttЪ hOWever, in many cases,3re can not discriminate whether it is real―t me eve t or tim everse
version of it. Imagine the case、″here)ou are looking the fllln ln the nlln,the ball、ァith parabo ic
motion is taken4. Is it possible for you to distinguish whether you are looking the fllm、vith rig t
motion or reversed lnotion? The answer is no, since both Of the n10tiOns in the nllYl satisnes the
equation of mOtion,1.e,both Ofthe motions are p貯sically Correct.More formally,if x(t)iS a s01ution
to
鶴支=―▽7(x),
aln this situation, the effect of the air resistance is neglected.
(2.45)
Figure 2.9: Illustration of the trajectory of the classical particle. (a) The time-reversal operation is
applied at time t : 0, (b) then the particle is reversed its direction. The particle which is applied
the operation traces the same trajectory in the opposite direction.
then x(-l) is also a possible solution in the same force field derivable from V. In general, if the
system has the time''reversal symmetry, we can not distinguish whether time flows toward the future
or the past. The time-reversal operator is such a operator that reverse the time toward the past.
Let us denote the time-reversal operatorby T, which is an antiunitary operator. Consider
lα)→γα), (2.46)
where lo) is the quantum state and Tla) is the time-reversed state of a). If the o) is a momentum
eigenstate lp), *e expect Tlp) to be -lp) up to a possible phase.
We now consider the property of the time-reversal operator by looking at the evolution of the
time-reversed state. Consider a physical system represented by lc) at t : 0. Then at a slightly later
time I : d-r, the system is found in
where 11 is the Hamiltonian that characterize the time evolution. Suppose we apply T at t :0, and
then let the system evolves under the influence of the Hamiltonian ,F1. We then have at dl
lα;ι=δ⇒=(1等δり|め,
(1-等δι)ηめ
(2.47)
(2.48)
If the motion obeys symmetry under time reversal, we erpect the preceding state to be the same as
γlα;ι=一δι) (2.49)
that is, first consider a state at earlier time t: 
-dl, and then reverse the motion; see Fig. 2.10.
Mathematically,
(2.50)
―づ″γl)=72″), (2.51)
where l.) means any state.
We now argue that T cannot be unitary if the motion of time reversal is to make sense. Suppose
T were unitary. It would then be legitimate to cancel the z's in (2.51), and we would have the
operator equation
-HT:TH. (2.52)
Consider an energy eigen state ln) with energ.y eigenvalue -8,. The corresponding time-reversed
state would be Tln), and we would
″γlη)=―γ″η)=(―En)γlη) (2.5o
This equation says that Tln) is an eigen state of the Hamiltonian with energy eigenvalue 
-E,,
however this eigen value should be positive. Consider the free-particle Hamiltonian. We expect p
to change the sign but not p2, yet (2.52) would imply that
(1-1争δのη→=γ(1-:争(δの)め・
If the relation is satisied by any state,we must hⅣe
n-rP2 n -P2
' 
';*'' : 2;'
AII these arguments suggest that if time reversal is to be sensitive, 7 should be antiunitary.
case the right-hand side of (2.51) becomes
0.50
1n this
(2.55)γじ〃|)=―をTH・)
by anti―l near property.Now at last we can cancelゲs in(2.51)leadi g to
γ〃=″γ (250
This relation expresses the fundamental property of the Hamiltonian under time reversal. With
this equation the difficulties mentioned earlier [(2.52) to (2.54)] are absent, and we obtain physically
sensible results. From now on we will always take T to be antiunitary.
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Momentum
after reversal
Momentum
before reversal
Momentum
before reversal
Momentum
after reversal
Figure 2.1.0: Schematic drawing of the motion before and after time reversal at time t : 0 and
t : 1.|t. (a) Time is reversed at t : 0 and then the system evolves dl. (b) Time evolves 
-d, then
time is reversed. If the time-reversal symmetry holds, the motion in (a) and (b) should correspond,
i.e., Eq. (2.50) holds.
2.3.3 Relation between backward propagation and the time-reversal sym-
metry
Here we suppose that ld) is the input state and lr/) is the output state after passing through the
birefringent media. Then the relation
lψ)=びφ) (2.57)
holds. U is a unitary matrix for the birefringent media. Next let us consider the situation when
the time is reverseds. The output photon will retrace the birefringent media. In this case, the
output state with the time-reversal operator becomes the input state which enters from the opposite
side of the birefringent media as shown in Fig. 2.11. Such a state is described by Tlll,), where 7
swhen the time-reversal is considered, we have to suppose a lossless channel. If not, we have to permit the leak
up of the photon.
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γlψ) Time reversal
lψ)=び(γlψ〉)
Figure 2.11: Illustration of the input-output state (red line) and time-reversed version of it (blue
line). Eq. (2.29) is derived using the time-reversal symmetry.
represents the time-reversal operator. As discussed, the time reversal operator 7 is written by the
product of a unitary operator U and the conjugation operator K , i.e., T : U K . In this situation,
U corresponds to the matrix 
-2, which transform the coordinate system for forward propagation
into that of backward propagation6. Hereafter we define the time-reversal operator as
γ=一ZK. (2.58)
Then the time-reversed state Tlth enters the birefringent media from the opposite side (right side
in Fig. 2.11) and the state after passing through the media is described as
lψ)=y(γψ)), 0.59)
where f is the matrix of the birefringent media from the opposite side. If the time-reversal symmetry
holds, lrf) should correspond to Tld), which is time-reversed state of the input state l@). That is to
say, the relation
lψ)=γlφ)
⇔ γlφ)=びγびlφ) (2.60)
6when the time is reversed, the propagation direction of the photon is also reversed. In such a case, in our
definition, dgtzt coordinale system is introduced.
??
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holds. This relation leads to
」=7υ+71
=ZびTZ, (2.61)
which corresponds to (2.L7)?. Interestingly, if we assume the time-reversal symmetry, the relation
for forward-propagating and backward-propagating photon is derived 8.
Using simple example, Iet us confirm that.this relation holds. As an input state, we introduceIr 
-,\lil : l"), and we consider Us/s : | | as the transformation matrix of the media. The' \-' rl
output state after transmitting the media becomes
lψ)=υλ/41π)
=IL) ●.62)
Let us consider the case when the time is reversed. Operating T on lt!) : lr) the state becomes
fl!): 
-ZKIL): -lL), which is the input state entering from the opposite side. After passing
through the medla, the state is described as
lψ)=ι「λ/4(~IL))
=― lκ). (2.60
On the other hand, operating 7 on the initial input state, the state become Tla) : 
-lr), which
is the same as (2.63) up to the global phase. This means that the relation (2.61) deriv_ed from the
time-reversal symmetry corresponds to the matrix for the backward propagation, i,e., U : U .
2.4 Polarization-state transformation in reciprocal media
In the previous subsections, we have considered the polarization-state transformation in multiple
birefringent elements. Here we consider more general case whose optical fiber is composed a sequence
of birefringent elements with polarization dependent photon losses. In order to analyze such media,
we extend the definition of the vector representation to the c.ase where P(V",V) 
= lV,l2 +lVol' < 1,
such that it represents the state whose density operator i, p(V,,V) 
= 
(l- P(W,yy))10)(01 +lrliWl.
Here l0) is the vacuum and lrl) is given by Eq. (2.2). Then, the effect of any linear passive optical
TThis relation is true for the case of N birefringent elements.
8In some references, the matrix for the backward propagation is written as U : U?. In their definition, no
coordinate transformation is performed. In other word, the direction of +z is fixed despite of the change of the
propagation direction of the photon. In such case, l,/ equals to /, and T : K.
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component is represented by a complex matrix M satisfying Mt IV < 1, which transforms the input
state p(V,,Vr) to the output state p(Vj,Vl) as
(等)=21f(袴)・
964)
We call M a transformation matrix here and henceforth. Note that, since p(eiQv,,ei6vu1 :
p(Vr,Va), M and e'aM represents the same physical transformation. Using such media, the po-
larization state is altered by the following phase shifts and polarization dependent photon losses
as ls) -+ 1"e-i6ls) and l/) +.yJei6lf), where 1" and 1y are non-negative real numbers satisfying
'{" 1 | and 11 ( 1. Here the polaization state along s and / axis is represented by ls) and l/),
respectively, where
l") : 
"ot 
olr) + sinols),
and
l/) : - sin dlr) * cos ol9).
Thus the phase shift matrix (2.6) is modified to
/ ., \
w(.y",^u,d: [^'"t-'* o.- )
\ o 1t"'a )
In a similar way, as discussed before, the transformation matrix 1'1,1
as
p.6o
966)
0.6の
is written in the{α),lυ)}basiS
ν=R(θ)″(Ъ,η,φ)R(θ)
=(l[::|∫ピi:l=、[1カi::〔: lli::[三」ηγl'キilLl理〕:) (2.68)
The transformation matrix for backward propagation M is derived usingrty'ztcoordinate sys-
tem, in the same manner, since the phase shift matrix (2.67) stays unchanged. This leads to
969)
1-M : ZM'Z
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Therefore the same relation
07の
is obtained. In general, ノヽイis ot a unitary matrix. The equation Z」イヽTZ=ス[」ヽイ†,f is satisned
when γθ=γ∫=1・It is noticed that the relation(270)(alSO(2.17))can be represented by
紡 =臨MT4(サ=臨びT4)wtth umtary matr破臨 ,Where臨=Rい)Z and α epends on
the coordinate systems chosen 149,501.
The above relation of the single―element transformation between forward and backs、rd propa―
gation is easily extended to Ar elements in a similar、″ay diSCussed before. Suppose that the overall
transformation matrix of the sequence of′「ヽbirefringent elements for a for、vard―prOpagating photon
is given by
M: MNMN-t"'Mi"'MzMt, (2.71)
where Mi stands for the transformation matrix of the jth birefringent element. The corresponding
transformation matrix for a backward-propagating photon is written as
レ=ル1レ2・…ル/…妨Ⅳ_1ルN
Because of the relation(270),the fO1lowing equation holds:
レ=ル1ル2~れ~ルⅣ_ルⅣ
=Z(雛ゝMN_1… ルら …Af2■イ1)TZ
=ZAfTZ.
This clearly shows that the relation (2.70) is satisfied by a composite system of the birefringent
elements with polarization dependent photon losses. The relation 2.73 is used in our entanglement
distribution protocol in Chap. 5.
2.5 The universal compensator
In the previous section, we summarize the polarization state transformation by a composite birefrin-
gent element and present the relation of its transformation between forward and backward propaga-
tion through a reciprocal media. In order to see the usefulness of the relation (2.17), we apply it to
an explanation of the universal compensator proposed by Martinelli [52]. The universal compensator
is used for a cancellation of polarization state transformation by fluctuations in a reciprocal media,
which is the essence of Plug and Play QKD protocol 126, 53]. However widely known explanation
of the working principle of the protocol is done using the right-handed coordinate system for the
forward propagation and the left handed coordinate system for the backward propagation, which
leads to a confusion when we consider a manipulation of a part of composite quantum systems. On
the other hand, in the previous chapter, the coordinate systems are fixed to be right-handed for
both propagation direction. In this chapter, we reconstruct the working principle of the universal
compensator using our definition, which make the understanding easilv.
(2.72)
o.73)
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2.5。l  The universal compensator
The apparatus which is used in the universal compensator is composed of only magnetic media
、vhich induce the Faraday rotation and a plane nlirror. Before describing the WIartinelli's universal
compellsator,we nrst review the sttte transformation by the Fttadりrotator F畔
The Faraday n■lrrOr
The natural propagating mode in the magnetic media is circular polarizatiOn state, i.e., right―
drcdar R)=t(→+jl")and b乱―CIcmar L)=稔(→ づυ))pdartted sttte.These drcubr
polarization state propagate with di∬e ent phase velocity in the rnedia ln other word,the phtte shift
during such media is diagonalized in the{IR),L)}ba.SiS・This caus  the Farada.y rotation.The
state transformation by the Faradtt rotator is described as follows:During a photon propagates
magnetic media, right―circular polarized photon and left―circular pO arized phOton experience the
phぉe shift lR)→θtθFIR)and Z)→e'θF L)output state after transmitting the magnetic media
become
(;:) (CIF e」
:θF) (;:),
where yR,4,4 and tt are the components of R)and L)恥
艤 m… 祠 L嘱い =“
F二
う “
山 trallsfOrllrlatiOn lm m場お
written ass
deflne the phase shitt matrix of
(27→
p.70
(2.76)
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while the reverse transformation is described as
(袴)=T-1
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(2.77)
When the linearly polarized photons enter the Faraday rotator, the output photons are linearly
polarized and rotated by |re. In the same way, we consider the Faraday rotation for backward
propagating photon. In this case, the photon is rotated by 
-0r on r.'y'z' coordinate systein since
the direction of magnetic field is contrary to that of the backward propagating photon. The rotation
matrix for the photon is described as
T-rWF(-oF)T:
(2.78)
Note that the polarization is always rotated by the same direction regardless of it's propagation
direction.
The Faraday mirror is composed of the Faraday rotator with dp : n/4 and a plain mirror.
After passing through the Faraday fruro.,ru 
photon is reflected by the mirror. The matrix of a
plain mirror is expressed by 
-Z: [ -t O ). OO". the reflection, the photon passes through the\ 0 1l
Faraday rotator again. Eventually, the photon is rotated by 
-n/4. The overall transformation of
the Faradav mirror is described as
Upt t
(2.7s)
IJniversal compensator
We describe Martinelli's universal compensator of a polarization state over the reciprocal media. The
universal compensator is achieved by an additional Faraday mirror at the end of the reciprocal media
elt is noticed that in our notation, R(0) means the rotation of the coordinate system counterclockwise direction.
This means that the polarization state (vector) is rotated 
-d (clockwise direction).
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bv using relation (2.17). A photon passing throu.gh the reciprocal media is reflected by the Faraday
mirror, and goes back to the sender through the reciprocal media. The overall transformation is
written as
In the second line, we have used t : Zflr Z : XUI X. The result shows that any transformation
acting on the polarization states caused by the slowly fluctuating reciprocal media is eliminated,
except for the transmittance of the photon and the effect of Faraday rotator.
At last, we consider the universal compensator against an optical fiber with polarization depen-
dent photon losses. In this case, the overall transformation is written as
(Jtot^r :fr Ur*U
: (xur x)xu
-x.
Mtotut:fuUr*tW
: QMT Z)XM
: (detM)X.
(2.80)
(2.81)
The extra coefficient det M is added compared to (2.80). Using the relation (2.70) (also (2.L7))
reproduce the same result shown by Ma,rtinelli and is applied to Plug and Play QKD proposed by
Muller et al. [53,261.
Other application of the Faraday mirror - an optical isolator -
As discussed in 2.2.2, the isolator play a role of blocking the backward scattering light. In this
subsection we refocus on the isolator, which includes the magnetic media this. The structure of
the isolator is shown as follows: The input light (forward-propagating) beam passes through the
linea,r polarizer which get through horizontally polarized beam, then the polarization (vector) of
the light beam is rotated nl4by Faraday rotator, which is made of the magnetic media as shown
in Fig. 2.12. Looking the light from the observer who faces the coming light, the light is rotated
counterclockwise direction, which is representedby R(-rl4) using ryz coordinate systemlo. The
45-degree light polarizer is set after the magnetic media, which passes all the beam. Next we consider
the backward-propagating light which progress the same route toward the reverse direction. This
situation can be realized by reflecting the input light using a mirror. We call this light backscattering
light. Then the back scattering light is rotated 
-n14. Looking the light from another observer who
faces the mirror, the polarization (vector) of the backscattering light is rotated clockwise direction,
tationofthecoordinatesystemandtherotationofthepolarization
(vector).
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the optical isolator with Faraday rotation. The reflected light is absorbed
by the polarizer.
which is represented R(tr/l) usingntytztcoordinate systemll. The light after passing through the
magnetic media becomes vertically polarized light beam. The total effect of the isolator is described
AS
硫sdator=サPR(π/4)ι「MR(―π/4)ら
:0, (2.82)
/\
which means that the backscattering Iight is blocked completely. We have used U, : I 
t O I , Ur ='\00)
t-r 0\| ^^ " I and the relation t o: zU[ Z.\ 0 r)
2.6 discussion
In our definition, *z axis is always set to the propagation direction of the photon. Thus in case
of treating photons which are counter-propagating each other, we have introduced two coordinate
systems depending on the propagation directions of the photons. However, this is not the only way
to deal such photons with. One of the idea is to use just one coordinate system regardless of the
propagation directions of the photons. In this case, we do not care the propagation direction of the
photon and. ayz coordinate system is always fixed. The definition of polarization-state used here is
as follows:
1llf the same observer sees this,the light is rotated the same direction regardless of the propagation direction,
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Unlike our style, only one coordinate system ryz is used. The forward-propagating photon
propagates along the *z axis and the backward-propagating photon propagates toward 
-2.
r The polarization of the photon is defined by the observer who looks the photon coming.
A linearly polarized state of a photon with electric field vector along z axis and g axis is
represented by lz) and l9), respectively as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). Regardless of the propagation
direction, an electric field vector just between r and y axis and just between 
-z and g axis
are represented by lD) and lD), respectively.
Cautions are required fbr the definition of circular-polarized photon state. The electric vector
of lR) and lL) circular-polarized photon is alway rotating the same direction. Regardless of
the propagation direction, the electric vector of lfi) circular-polarized state is rotating toward
*y to lr axis, while the electric vector of l,L) circular-polarized state is rotating toward *g
to 
-e axis.
We now consider the polarization transformation in a birefringent element for forward-propagating
photon and backward propagating photon as shown in Fig. 2.13. For simplicity, we neglect the
polarization dependent photon loss. As shown, the matrix of the birefringent element for forward-
propagating photon is described as
υ′=R(一θ>グ(φ)R(θ)
=(電´気‡I句=雌Tlsり),
(2.83)
which is same a,s Eq. (2.9). Next we evaluate the matrix for backward-propagating photon. In this
notation, as shown Fig. 2.14, the angle between y and f axis is still d, since z and y axes are fixed12.
Thus the matrix is described as
(2.80
The relation of these
サ′=R(_θ)″(φ)R(θ)
=R(θ)TИ′(φ)TR(―θ)T
=(R(θ)″(φ)R(θ))T
=υ′T,
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12Positive rOtatiOn direction is defled十″tO+ν
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(2.85)
which is different representation from (2.I7). :f represents the transposition of the matrix. This
relation is easily generalized to N birefringent elements case using the same way as discussed.
The cause of the difference between (2.17) and (2.85) is connected to the choice of the coordinate
systems. In the former case, two coordinate systems are introduced and y and y' axes are chosen
to be the same direction. On the other hand, in the latter case, only one coordinate system is
introduced. The choice of the coordinate systems leads the different relation between forward- and
backward-propagating photon.
2.7 Summary
In conclusion, we have considered the polarization-state transformation in a birefringent element
using Jones calculation method, and moreover, it is generalized to an optical fiber which is composed
of l[ birefringent elements. This calculation method enables us to analyze the output state from an
optical fiber easily when the input state is given. Morc irnportantly, the relation of the birelringent
media between forward- and backward-propagating photons (2.73) is derived. With respect to the
derivation of this relation, we have used two coordinate systems depending on the propagation
direction of the photon. In order to see the usefulness of this relation, we have applied it to an
explanation of the universal compensator and its application Plug and Play QKD. The merit of
using our system is l,hat the polarization-state is defined by the right-handed coordinate systems
despite of the propagation direction of the photons. This enables us to easily understand the
polarization transformation of photons which propagate the opposite direction and used in newly
proposed entanglement distribution scheme in Chapter 5.
?
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???
Figure 2.13: Polarization transformation of the forwa,rd- and backwa^rd-propagating photon by single
coordinate system.
T
Figure 2.14: Illustration of the angle between / axis and y a:<is. The same coordinate system is
used. The positive direction of the rotation is defined *r axis to *9 axis.
?
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Chapter 3
Quantum communication based on
the DFS
Faithful qubit distribution among distantly located Alice (sender) and Bob (receiver) is an important
issue in the quantum communication. However, because of the coupling with the environmental
systems, which are the causes of the channel noises, initial state is destroyed during the transmission.
One of the promising noise suppressing method to overcome such a problem is encoding qubits into
noiseless subspace, called DFS [29, 301. The DFS is a part of the Hilbert space and qubits are
encode within the states spanned by this subspace. In this chapter, we introduce some photonic
qubit distribution protocols based on the DFS.
3.1 Introduction to the DFS based quantum communication
Logical qubits embedded in a DFS formed by multiple physical qubits is immune to a class of the
noises, which is ref'erred to as a collective noise. Wc first introduce a DFS formed by two physical
qubits for a collective phase noise channel. Following the convention, hereafter we use the notation
of the basis {lH),ly)} instead of {lr),ly)}, where lI1) and 1I/) represent the horizontally and the
vertically polarized single photon state, respectively. A phase-shift channel transforms the states as
lH) -+ e-'alH) and llz) -+."alV).The corresponding transformation matrix is given by W(l,l,S).
A photon in the state alH) + BIV) is transformed ' nto 
"-td (alil) + e2io PIV)) by the phase shift. If
the phase shift / varies with time and is unknown, the state is distorted. On the other hand, when
the state is encoded into two.photon state alHV) + PIV H) and each photon is considered to be
altered by the same phase shifb represented by W (1,1, @), the state is unchanged as alHV) + PIV H).
Thus the logical qubit is protected in the two-qubit DFS spanned by the basis {IIIV),lV H)} against
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of inclusion relation of Hilbert space and decoherece-free subspace
the collective phase noise. It is well known that the noise in the optical fiber is mainly caused by
the fluctuation of the birefringence, which varies slowly with time. Thus the DFS scheme is useful
for quant,um communication over optical fibers.
In this section, we deal with two types of channelsl one is a collective phase noise channel and the
other is a general collective noise channel. The transformation matrix for each photon through the
collective phase noise channel is written as W(1",7;, /), which includes phase shift and polarization
dependent losses. In the case of the general collective noise channel, the transformation matrix is
expressed by,iluI. We assume the relation (2.73) for transformation matrices of those channels. Since
the optical fibers are known to be reciprocal media, such an assumption is valid in optical fiber
communications.
In the following subsections, we introduce a protocol that employs one collective phase noise
channel and one that employs two general collective noise channels [38, 44]. In all schemes described
in this section, we assume that the fluctuations in the channels are so slow that the transformation
matrices do not vary with time.
3.2 Single-qubit distribution protocol over collective phase
nolse
A silnple realization of the single―qubit distribution Over collective phase noise based on linear optical
elements has been prOposed in i381.The procedure of the scheme is as follows:the sender Alice
is given a signal photon S in α lfs)+βlys)and prepares a reference photon R in a nxed state
D⇒〓 島 (IJfR)+7R)),where the subsc五pts hsde⇒repreSett stnd and rebenca The the
digerence betureen the reference photon and the signal phOton are separated in tillne by△ι as shown
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of a single qubit distribution using DFS against (a) a collective
phase noise channel and (b) two general collective noise channels. Alice is given the signal photon
S and the reference photon R in the fixed state lD). The time difference between the signal and the
reference photon is At. In the diagram (b), two photons are split into channel 1 and channel2by a
PBS. The events where two photons appeax together in either port 1 or port 2 are selected for the
extraction of the state protected by DFS.
in Fig. 3.2(a). After the transmission of the two photons through the channel, the state is described
as
The state alVpHs) + |lHavs) is in the two-qubit DFS and is invariant under the collective phase
noise. The projection of the state (3.1) onto alVpHs) + BIHRV7) and the decoding of the state to
the initial signal state are performed by linear optical party checking described in Fig. 3.3.
Parity checking measurement
As shown in Fig. 3.3, the linear optical circuits for parity checking aims at the extraction of the state
elVpH) + BlHnVs) followed by decoding to al//s) + glVs), which works as follows [54, 55, 56]:
?‐???
?
?
?
Bob
:S R:→:Υl
Paritγ checking
:S R:
:◎○ :
1ノ
……↓
……・
??
島h常回7RIfS)+βlltrRysl)
+αtte~2φllrRIs)十βイC:・φ17Rys)l・ (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Linear optical implementation of the parity checking and decoding. Half wave plates
IfWPr and HWP2 are rotated by r /4 and n /8 from the horizontal axis, respectively. The appaxatus
D76 surrounded by the dotted box, which includes the photon detector Dr and D2, is used for the
projection measurement on the basis {lD),lD)}. The time difference At between the signal and
reference photons is compensated in advance by using an optical delay line not shown in the figure.
First one transforms the polarization of the reference photon R as ll/p) -+ lVa) and lVp) -+ lHa)
by IfWP1, and followed by sending the photon R to one port of PBSI and the photon S to the other
port. The apparatus D7g, which consists of HWP2 rotated by rf8, PBS2, and photon detectors D1
and D2, measures the incoming photons. The photon detection at D1 and D2 correspond to the
projection onto the state lD) and lD), respectively, when D;g receives a single photon. In the case
where the input state is al[1.F1s) { BlIIpVs), the state just after the PBSr is alHH) + PIVV).
When the photon detection at D1 and D2 occur, the state in the output port becomes alf{) + BIV)
and elIl) 
- 
PIV), respectively. Performing the phase shift zr only in the case of the photon detection
at De, we obtain state olf/) + BIV), identical to the initial state. On the other hand, when the
input state is in the subspace spanned by {lHaHs),lVnVs)}, two photons leave PBS1 together from
one of the ports, which leads to two- or zero- photon detection in Dx. Thus we can perform the
parity checking by linear optics and photon detection. While the photon ioss and inefficiency of
the detectors leads to the unexpected vacuum in output port, such events can be eliminated by the
postselection of the events where the output port is not in the vacuum.
We should also mention that if one or both of the input modes include two or more photons,
the scheme in Fig. 3.3 results in errors that are not eliminated by the postselection. In such cases,
a singie photon detection by the apparatus D;g maf leave a single photon in the output port, but
?
?
Output port
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its polarization state will be different from the one intended in the parity checking scheme. In
chapters 4 and 5, we discuss protocols using a weak coherent light pulse as the reference, in which
case consideration on the rate of such erroneous events is necessarv.
Robustness against path-length mismatches between two channels
Here we discuss the robustness of the scheme against path-length mismatches [aa]. We neglect the
polarization dependent photon losses, since the discussion is focused on the robustness against the
path-length difference of two channels. The initial state is described ers
IDR)●(α IIs)△t五 十 β ttЪ)△tA), (3.2)
where Ala represent the time delay of the signal photon. We assume Ala is much smaller than the
correlation time of the fluctuation. The time delay of V-polarized photon for f/-polarized photon is
represented as r, and the state of the photons arriving at Bob's side is written as
The extraction of the signal state from (3.3) can be performed in the following way. Two photons
are split into long path (L) and short path (S) by BSs, then mixed by PBS' again. The remaining
procedures are the same as discussed in the previous section. Here we only consider the successful
case where the signal photon passes through S and the ancillary photon passes througtr L. lftris
happens with the probability ll4when two photons arrive at the PBS' at the same time. In this
case, the state just before the PBSp can be written as
:bθ
-2φ ffR)]Ъ)△tス十βC2φ yR17 4)△tス+7
+(α yR)「lff6・)△tA tt βl刀■)IИ→△ιA+7)]
αθ-2jφ y)ktB″)2ιA tt βe2をφl″)夕+△tB y)2tA+7
+(α″)}+△tBI″)2tA+β17)ktF y)itA+7)'
0鋤
0.4)
where subscripts represent the spacial modes. If one photon is found in each output mode of X and
Y, the state just after the PBSp is olH)f,+a*"lli.)Xr^+ glv)Xr"lv)Xro*,t. Let us consider the case
where Af4 : Ltn: Al. When the detector D1 finds one photon, the state in mode Y is projected
onto the state offl)Y* oi+ glv)\;1,. The important point is that the time delay r affects only
the arrival time but not the fidelity of the output state. This shows the robustness of this scheme
against the path-length mismatches.
lThおexpression can be also witten αムの云tAI〃)准△ιB tt βly)五ιB17)XtA+7
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the single qubit distribution. In spite of the path-length mis-
matches of two transmission lines. this scheme works well. The detail is discussed in the text.
3.3 Single.qubit distribution protocol over general collective
noise
The scheme in the previous subsection protects a qubit against a collective phase noise channel, but
a small modification achieves the protection of the signal state against the general collective noise
channels, if we are allowed to use two of such channels as in Fig. 3.2(b) [38]. The two channels
are combined by a PBS at the sender and by another PBS at the receiver. Let the transformation
matrices of the channels I and 2 be
respectively. The signal (reference) photon in state lllstnl) and lVsla;) is transformed as lfls161) -+
m1lHs6)+*slvs@) and lVslp;) -+ 12ll/s1a;)f lalVs<n).Afterthephotons ^9and Rpassthrough
the channels 1 and 2, the state is written as
ノヽf= (1:  
罵i)and L==(|:  li) ,
島
bい:JrRI.s.).+mlm311fRys12+π3m17R輸)劉+鶴:17Rys122)
+β(ml:211JRЛЪ)12+ml:4月hys)11+m3ι21yRIIs)22+鶴3:4 yRy→21)
+α(らmll〃R比)21+J2観3 1fRys)22+」4mllhJfs)11+ι4鶴3 yR陥)12)
+β(J31″RIf6・)22+らJ4″R4)21+J4らlyRIs)12+47R76・)11)l
o.5)
(3.6)
The subscripts outside of l‐)represent the output port numbers  ヽヽrhen two photons appear in
port l,the stateおwr t n as参Iπ:α″RIs)11+ml亀(β IJRり11+α yR〃s)11)+4βlyRり1ll・
The state ttml亀
"ffR1/s・
)11+α7R比)11)おim五att under the conectiК n。ぉQ Simnarしto the
previous scheme, the parity checking shown in Fig 3 3 achieves the extraction of the signal state
α″)十βly).When the photons R and S appear at port 2,the stateおwnttenぁぁIm:αlyRり22+
π3あ
“
lyR〃め22+αlJfRyめ22)弓副〃RttЪ1221 TheState ttm3ら回 路 力b"2+αllfR玲わ2)お電五n
invariant under the general collective noise and is decoded intO the signal state. As shoM/n in the
above discussion, th7o channels together with PBSs enable us to r●ec  the polarizatio  rotation
errors and to extract the signal state.
The success probability of the catse wllere tⅥりphotons emerge at port l is gi、℃n byl鶴12ι42/2,
but this value is sensitive to a small change in birefringence ofthe Sber By inserting randonl unit町
operations at both ends of channel l and channe1 2,、ve can make the success probability to be a
more stabb quantity of aЪ/4,where Tl≡T〈ν ttν)/2 and T2三Ъ (ιlL)/2 are the polarレation―
averaged transIInission of the channels. The success probability for t¬りphotons leaving p rt 2 s
also given by TIT2/4,leading to the overall success probability TIT2/2.
The schemes described in this chapter are able to protect arbitrary ttηんηουη stat s f a qubi ,
and hence they are also able to prOtect any correlation that is initially formed between the input
qubit and other systems. Those schemes can thus be used for distributing a maximally entangled
state of a qubit pair through channels with collective noises. In the fonaving chapters,we discuss
protocols solely intended for such a distribution of a maxilnally entangled state, with an added
benent of an improved scahng of the emciency OVer the channel transrnission
3.4 4-qubit DFS protocol
ln previous sections,we have considered singl(>qubit distribution schemes with the help of an an_
cillary qubit  The ancillav qubit is used to flght against thc channel nOise by composing the
decoherencefree subspace、/ith the signal qubit. These protocols which we have introduced are
based on a two―qubit DFS scheme
ln this section, w℃introduce faithful qubit distribution scheme which is base on a four―qubit
DFS.The idea、″hich、ve introduce here is to send the logial qubit,which is immune to the channel
ndSe FO,5η.Fttst,龍illtroduce the robustness of the shgbt state ψ)=場(101)一110))agdnst
the collective unitary ats fol10、vs:
(υ●υ)lψ
~)=Ctθ
 ψ ), 0.つ
where eio is a global phase. We define a logical zero qubit m l0)2, and a logical one qubit as l1); so
that the inner product between 0); and l1)1 is orthogonal and written as follows (See also Fig. 3.5
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Figure 3.5: (a) Illustration of the logical qubits. The connected qubits represent the singlet state.
(b) The distribution of the single state using logical qubit and (c) the entangled state. Robustness
against a general collective noise of the singlet state is used in these schemes.
(a).),
o“餞→一到鮮生
10)L=lψ
~)121ψ~)34
=:鯉叫 刊∝。 刊Ю叫 川Ю動
and
11)L=lψ
~)13ψ~)24~lψ~)141ψ~)23
=島 00m⇒―pЮ⇒ ―p■の _μ0011-μmO+刻■o明. 00
Both logical qubits 10)L and l)L are the superpos比lon of the singlet states and robust against a
general type of the channel noise,1.e.,the following relation holds:
yΘ410)L=Ctθ10)L                  (3.10)
and
υΘ411)L=Ctθ11)L・                 (3.11)
Using this property・Alice prepares an arbitrary state
lψ)ι=α10)L+β11)L               (3.12)
{b)
(3.8)
and sends it to Bob. The illustration of the scheme is shown in Fig. 3.5 (b). After receiving four
photons, the state is described as
lψ)ι
Ч量41ψ′)L=θづθ(α10)二十βl)L) o13)
After decoding,Bob successfully obtains a single qubit state ltll・)=αO)十βl)
This scheme is generalized to entanglement distribution scheme a.q sho、vn in Fig.3.5(c).Alic
prepares a bjcJ entanded State φ+)L=参(010Z+1)1)L)・The qubtts whch are sent to Bob
is composed of the logical qubits. After receiving the logical qubits,Bob decodes back to the normal
entangbd pdr φ+)=金(0)の+11)1))・
This entanglement distribution scheme is robust and the idea is simple, ho、ve、℃r, distribution
rate is quite serious, since the signal qubit is composed of four phOtOns This means that if the
transIInittance of the channel is T=001,the success probability of this scheme is proportional to
10-8. The distribution protocol、vh ch realize both the inllnunity again the channel noise and high
performance whose success probability is proportional to T is introduced later in chapter 5.
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Chapt er 4
Entanglement distribution protocol
with counter-propagating photons
A serious drawback of the photonic DFS schemes including the previously introduced schemes is
the inefficiency caused by the photon loss in optical fibers. When the transmittarrce of the channel
is ? and a two-qubit DFS scheme is performed, the success probability for sending a qubit state
is proportional to T'2. In order to overcome the inefficiency, a two-qubit DFS scheme based on
a backward-propagating weak coherent light pulse over the collective phase noise channel, whose
efficiency is proportional to ?, has been proposed and demonstrated in Ref. [46]. In this chapter,
we introduce the working principle of the scheme in the case where the backward-propagating light
is initially a single photon, and then we show that the efficiency is improved by using a coherent
light pulse instead of the single photon.
4.L Equivalent operation on entangled states
Be{bre the explanation of the scheme, we first derive an important property of entangled state,
which is used within the scheme. We introduce d-dimensional bipartite maximally entangled state
ld|)"t = D!:rli)eli)e. An important property of maximally entangled state is
(IA●MB)lφd)スB=(γf●IB)lφd)スB, (4.1)
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where Aイis an operator andノИT is the transpose of the operatorノИ This is because,for all」and
た,
(プ|ス た)3(Iス。 Af3)(φdスB=(たIBAイBプ)B/ヤ輛
=條|ス瑚iけ)A/拓
=(プス|た)B(■イf O fB)(φdlAB      (42)
is satisned FrOm Eq。(4.1),a bipartite tw∝qub  system satisies
(14●υb)lφ+)AB=(し嘱●IB)lφ十)AB,          (4.3)
where y is a unitary operator acting on a subsystem.Since the single state lψ~)iS expressed as
lψ )スB=(を1■●IB)lφ+)AB,then we obtain
(Iス● ι「3)lψ
~)スB=(IA●υB)(分■ O f3)lφ+)AB
=Oy4媚●IB)lφ+)スB
=(ハ仇υf(jК→十.IB)lψ~)AB
=(4●IB)ψ~)スB         e・→
Eq.(4.4)meanS that a unitary operation ι「3 on the subsystem B is equivalent to a unitary operation
ι「i that ofonス.In a similar manner,the properties of another Bell state is shown in the following
table:
Bell state equivalent operation on ,4
lφ
+)スB       晰
φ)=(み。ZB)φ+)AB   4晰Z4
ψ+)=(L●χB)φ+)スB    Xtt■χス
lψ )=(L●づy3)φ+)スB   4晰L
Table 4.1: The relationship between the local operation on B and its equivalent operation on ,4.
From Eq. (4.1), when a local unitary operation U is diagonal as U:211 0)(01 *uzzl1)(11, we
obtain
(IeeUB)lQ+)."n: (UeQ IB)lQ*)eo, (4.5)
which means that we can regard the operation U on B as that of on A.
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4.2  Counter‐propagating protocol
At、vo―qubit]DFS scheme which is discussed in Chapter 3,both the signal photon and the ancillav
photon are sent frOm Alice to BOb ヽヽ石e nO、v suppose that Bob,instead of Alice,sends a reference
photon R m the state D紛=場(IIfR)十14))tO Ahcettshwn h F増.4.1.Ahce prepares photons
スand S h an ettangbd statelφ支」=場(1助″め+174ysl),and sendsthe dgnd photon S to Bob
through the channel.The transformation matrix″(γs,η,φ)iS used again for the collect市e phase
noise channel.The transformation matr破for the backward propagation is the same as″(Ъ,γノ,φ)1.
After transmissiOn,tu7o photonsノ4 and R are at Alice's side and the signal photon S is at Bob's
side. The state Of the three photons are described as
:hsγ(IJfRys1 4)+7R比)助))
+髯θ Zφ″R IIs)均)+γttC2φlyR76・)協汁 (4.6)
Here we have used a property that when two qubits,4 and ^9 are in the entangled state l@j"),
a phase shift on qubit ,9 is equivalent to the same amount of phase shift on qubit A, which is
discussed in the Sec. 4.1. Thus the net effect is the same as if photons A and R had passed through
the collective phase noise channel as shown in Fig. 4.2. Thanks to this property, in spite of the
counter-propagation of the ancillary photon, it is possible to construct a two-qubit DFS. After
performing the parity checking on qubit A and -R at Alice's side, they obtain the entangled state
over the collective phase noise channel.
4.3 Boosting up the efficiency using .WCP
The ef;frciency of the protocol using a single photon as the reference photon ,R is obviously O(T.2). The
modification to improve the effrciency is done as follows: Bob sends a coherent light pulse, instead
of a single photon, to Alice. Let p be the average photon number of the coherent pulse received
by Alice, after passing through the channel with transmission 7. The probabilities of one photon
and two or more photons are contained in the coherent light pulse at Alice's side are h : O(p)
and P- : O(p2), respectively. In this protocol, the successful events accepted by the linea,r optical
parity checking consists of two cases; (i) one photon is in mode ,4 and one photon is in the reference
mode R, and (ii) two or more photons are in the reference mode R. Since mode A always has a
singlephoton,theprobabilityofthecase(i)isO(p)andthatof thecase(ii)isO(p2). Asdescribed
in the previous chapter, the case (ii) causes the degradation of the fidelity. Thus, O(pr.) >> O(p'),
which leads to the condition pr ( l, should be satisfied for high fidelity entanglement distribution.
1Of course, this can be confirmed using the Eq. (2.73). If you do not use this equation, it can be understand from
the fact thatW(1s,1y,@) is diagonal.
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic diagram of entanglement distribution scheme using the backward-propagating
reference photon. Alice prepares the entangled photon pair l/j") and sends the photon .9 to Bob.
On the other hand, Bob prepares the reference photon .R and sends it to Alice. After receiving the
photon R, Alice performs parity checking on photons .4 and .l? to extract the DFS and decodes back
to the entangled state ld+). In order to boost up the efficiency, Bob uses a weak coherent light
pulse, in stead of a single photon, as the reference light.
Although the condition trt 11 l- must be satisfied, p can be chosen independent of the channel
transmittance 7. Thus the overall success probability, which is O(pT), is proportional to ?. Note
that there is a trade.off between the achievable efficiency and fidelity of this protocol with respect
to the value of p. The advantage of the scheme in the case of low 7 regime has been experimentally
demonstrated in Ret [46].
4.4 Discussion
One might wond.er why we cannot apply the same technique to the forward propagation protocols
in Chap. 3 to improve the efficiency. However, as long as we use the linear optical parity checking in
Fig. 3.3 at Bob's side, we do not obtain the efficiency OQ) by using WCP as the reference photon.
Suppose that Bob receives a WCP with mean photon number p. The probability that either of
mode 
^9 and mode R has exactly one photon, corresponding to the case (i) above, is O(p?) since
the signal photon S must have survived the lossy channel. Therefore O(pI) )) O(p,2), which leads
to p, 11 ?, should be satisfied for a high fidelity. This limits the overall success probability to be
oQ2).
Intuitively, this can be considered as follows: Bob is not able to distinguish the expected event
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(f■● IIb)lφ十)4B=(NA●IB)lψ十)AB
И
B
Figure 4.2: (a) The equivalence of the channel noise on signal photon and Alice's photon. (a) The
illustration shows that the noise on the signal photon, which forms an entangled photon pair with
Alice's photon, is equal to that of on Alice's photon. (b) Using the property of (a), we can regard
that both the ancillary photon and Alice's photon are a,ffected by the channel noise.
and the unexpected event. That is to say, when he receives the two photons from Alice, he can not
discriminate the event where one photo is the signal photon and the other is the ancillary photon
from both photons are the ancillary photons. This makes them no longer possible to sha,re entangled
state with success probability to be proportional to ?, so counter propagation of the ancilla^ry photon
is indispensable in this scheme.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have considered the entanglement distribution scheme which can be realized
with success probability to be proportional to ?. In order to achieve this, a WCP is used as
ancillary photon instead of the single photon. Sending the ancillary photon from Bob to Alice is
also important. Sending the signal photon together with the ancillary photon was common-sense
approach, since it is easy to understand that these qubits experience the same collective noise. On
the other hand, it is not clear whether counter-propagating two-qubit DFS scheme works out or
not. Thanks to the important relation Eq. (4.5), the counter-propagating two-qubit DFS become
possible.
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This scheme is robust against phase noise of the channel, however, this scheme does not suppose
a general type of the channel noise. In f'act, the polarization maintaining optical fiber is used to
demonstrate this scheme. Next chapter we propose a new entanglement distribution protocol which
is robust against a general type of the channel noise.
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Chapter 5
Entanglement distribution protocol
over general collective noise with
counter-propagating photons
In this chapter, we newly propose an extended scheme that applies the counter propagation protocol
to the two-channel scheme introduced in Sec. 3.3, in order to boost up the efficiency of the two-
qubit DFS scheme against the general collective noise channels. The key ingredient in the scheme
is the relation (2.73), which is believed to be satisfied in optical fibers. In the same manner as in
the previous chapter, we first introduce the working principle using a single photon as an ancilla^ry
photon.
5.1 Working principle of the proposed protocol
As shown in Fig. 5.1, Alice prepares the entangled state l@]5) and sends the signal photon ^9 to Bob.
Bob prepares the reference photon R in the state lDa) and sends it to Alice. The signal photon,S is
split into two spacial modes by a PBS. The reference photon R is also split into two spacial modes
by a PBS. The state just before the signal and reference photons entering channel 1 and 2 is
:(IIfRI・s)II L)十IIfRり1274)
+lhJfs)211ff4)+lyR4)2214)).(5.1)
Alice
S
R:○
:…↓・・
Parity checking
Channel I
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the proposed entanglement distribution protocol. Only when
photon R appears in port 1 and photon S appears in port 3, the state protected by DFS is extracted.
Our protocol is robust against a general type of the channel noise and the distribution rate is
proportional to ?.
Suppose that the transformation matrices of channels 1 and 2 are
?
?
(5.2)
which are the same as in Eq.(3.5).As discussed in Sec.2.4,the∞rresponding transformation
matrices for the ba面霊d propagation areレ=zνTz and言=ZLTz,which is written as
ν 〓
 (II: II:)and L= (|: li),
レ=(lli2 ■●3)andサ=(」12 113), (5.3)
respectively. After the photons pass through the channel L and 2, signal photon is transformed as
lffs) -+ mtlHs) +mslfis) and ll/s) -+ l2lHs) -llalVs), while the ancillary photon is transformed as
lf/a) -+ mtlH a) - *zlVn) and ll/s) -+ -131116) + I4IVR) , and the state is written as
;Kmll〃紛]―m21yRl→い111fs)i+m31り1)1亀)
+(πllff2)i―π21yR)1)(:2111S)2+ι4 ys)2)|ツス
+(~:31=R)2+J41yR)2)(ηlllffs)i+η31ys)1)|=4)
+(~ι31JJR)2+J41yR)2)(J21JfS)2+J41ys)2)ル2)l・ (5.4)
Channel 2
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After that, both photons pass through the PBSs. The state then becomes
:Kπ:IJRI・s・)13+鶴1 31義玲 )14m2m17RIIs・)23~m2m37R玲)2al亀)
+(mlJ2 ffRttЪ)14+ml:4 11Ryめ13~m2ι21シЪ″S)24~m2J4yR玲)23)レ■)
十(―ι3mll〃R s)23~ι3m3〃Rys)24+′ml17R″s)13+ι4m3yR75.)14)|〃ス)
+(~ぬJ21JfRЛb)24~ぬほIfRИ→23+たらhJIs)14+41‰玲 )13)14)l
“
.5)
After post-selecting the event where the photons R and S appear at port L and 3, we obtain the
state
:ピ|〃RI・s)131Jf4)十mlほ(″Ъys113 4)
+‰比)131L))+4 4ys)1314月・
“
6)
Fortunateけ,a part ofthe state:mlL(″R76・)1314)+lyR比)131L))おhη五a試under the gener」
collective noise. In the same manner asin(3hap.4,Alice can extract the state by using linear optical
parity checking in Fig 3.3. The Flnal state shared between Alice and Bob is the maxilnally entangled
state lφ+).Asshown Eq。(5.5),unlike the forward propagation protocol shown in Sec.3.3,the state
ofthe photons appearing in the other ports,2 and 4,is not protected over the general collective noise
channels.By inserting random unitary operations the o′erall success probability becomes TIЪ/4,
which is half of that in Sec. 3.3 due to the fact that the cases for photons leaving ports 2 and 4
aut6matically fails This success probability can then be boosted up by using WCP ats the reference
light,from O(T2)to ο(T).
In the forward―propagating protocol shown in Fig.3.2(b),when both photons appear at port l,
there are two possible traiectOries:″―→Лら/1, mplying that an ff polarized photon enters channel
l and leaves in〃p01arization,and y→y/2.If the signal photon has〃polarization,it takes
the fOrmer and the reference photon takes the latter. If the signal photon has 1/polarization,they
just illterぬanges the traiectOries and acquire the same phase shift together.The same argument
applies when bOth photons appear in port 2,with two traiectOries〃→7/1 and y→″/2.In
the backミrゝd―propagating protocol presented in this subsection,we have four traiectories instead
When the photOns appear at ports l and 3,those are″→″/1 and y→ち/2 fOr phOtOn S,and
″←″/1 and y←z/2 for photon R,where the traiectories for photon R aК the tim←reversed
versions of those for photon S. As a result, two possible choices of the trajectories of the t、vo
photons,shown in Fig.5.2(a),aCquire the same pha.se shift from the channels.On the other hand,
when the photons appear at ports 2 and 4,the relevant tr荀eCtOries are″→y/1 and y→″/2 fOr
photon S,and″←y/2 and y←″/1 fOr phOton R,among which no pair are in the timerttersal
relation Hence no state is protected in this case.
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aa\-2 H
Figure 5.2: Sketch of the trajectories when two photons appear in (a) port 1 and 3 or (b) port 2
and 4. The solid arrows and the dotted arrows show the trajectories of the signal and the reference
photon, respectively.
Several remarks are in order for the experimental realization of the proposed scheme using
WCP. In practice, polarization independent optical circulator with high efficiency is hard to obtain.
However, such a device is not required when we use WCP as the reference. In that case, we may
replace ttre optical circulator by small reflectance mirrors, wirich transmit the signal photon with
transmittance close to unity and reflect the ref'erence photons. The low reflectance can simply be
compensated by increasing the initial amplitude of the WCP. The optical path length mismatch
between the two channels needs to be adjusted within the coherence length of the photons, which is
typically far longer than the wavelength of the photons. Similarly to the experiment in Ref. [46], the
experimental demonstration can be done by using the entangled photon source based on parametric
down conversion, linear optical elements and photon detectors. The scheme is also robust against
the fluctuations in the optical circuits used lbr parity checking due to the two-photon interference.
5.2 Time-bin protocol
We now consider an alternative scheme which uses the time-bin encoding, which is used, for example,
time-bin encoding BB84 protocol [58, 59]. We apply this idea to entanglement distribution protocol
which is discussed in the previous section. The schematic diagram of this scheme is shown in Fig.
?
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of the entanglement distribution scheme based on the time-bin
ending. Alice and Bob successfully share an entangled state by postselecting the event where both
the signal photon and the ancillary photon pass through LE or SL.
5.3. At Alice's side the signal photon ,S is split into the short path S and the Iong path ,C by PBS1.
.FI polarized photon passes through 5 and 7 polarized photon passes through 4. The time difference
between Il polarized photon and 7 polarized photon a{ter passing through PBS2 is set to At. On
the other hand, at Bob's side, the ancillary photon is also split into the short path 5 and the long
path L. In this time, 11 polarized photon passes through the long path and V polarized photon
passes through the short path. Likewise the time difference between .F/ polarized photon and V
polarized photon is set to At. After passing through the PBS3 and PBS4 the state is written as
:(IJfR)£
+7R)s)(Ffs澪助)+り£14))・
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
ヽ
S £
(5。7)
The channel noise is represented by M and I for forward propagation and,fu and E for backward
propagation, which are used at (5.2) and (5.3). Through the noisy channel, the signal photon is
transformed as lIls) -+ rnll.Fls)s +rnllvs)s and lVs) -+ m2lHs)p*malVs)2. In the same manner
the ancillary photon is transformed as lf16) -+ mllHp)t-mzlVa)c and lVp) -+ -mslHp.)s*
malVn)s. The signal photon enters PBS4 and F/ polarized photon goes into the long path and V
polarized photon goes into the short path. While the anciilary photon enters PBS2 and I1 polarized
photon goes into the short path and l/ polarized photon goes into the long path. After passing
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(b)
Figure 5.4:The schematic of the traiectOry Of the success event.The red(blue)line represents
the traiectOries of the signal(ancillary)photOn.(a)The traieCtOry of the signal photon which pass
through S―→ £and the ancillary photon which pass through S―→ £.(b)The traiectOry of the
signal photon which pass through£→ S and the ancillary photon which pass through ι→ S.
through PBSl and PBS3,we obtain
:Kmil亀)£slJJs澪£+mlm31″⇒£SI玲澪δ―鶴2mllyR)£んIIsんヽ―m2m31yR)££lys9ヽ1〃)
+(πlm21JfR)rslJfs)££+πlπ41月Ъ)£s ys)£s―m3ル缶)ε£Isl££―m2協417R)££lys)£s)17)
+(~π3mll「R)sslltrs)s£_m:1為)sslys)ss+物mllyR)s£IIIs)s£+π4π31yR)S£lys)ss)|″)
+(~m3m21JfR)sslJfs)£ε―m3m41蛯SSlys)ε+m4m21yR)s£IJfs)££+鶴ZlyR)s£lys)£s)17月.
(5.8)
ヽヽ石e can nOt distinguish photons M″h c ass through rS and sん. These photons are extracted and
other photons which pass through££and SS are discarded,which can be distinguished by checking
the arrival tilne of the photons. Then we postselect
:ピIJfR)ιsllsεヽl″)+mlm4(転)£SI玲たslり
+lyR)s£1乃)s£|″))+πilyR)s£lys)んsl″月・ (5.9)
As you can see,:鶴lπ4(IJfR)£slys)£sly)+lyR)s£1角 s`|″))iS invariant under the collective
chattnel noise.Performing the parity checking and decoding,they can successfuny share lφ十).
ヽヽ石e now discuss the success event.「rhe traiectOries of the photons of success event is shoM″n in
Fig.5.4. lrhe red lines are the traiectOries of the signal photon and the blue lines are that of the
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ancillary photon. lfls) photon and l/1a) photon pass through the same route, while l7s) photon and
lVn) photon also pass through the same route. An important point is that, in this case, H polatized
photon and V polarized photon experience the same channel noise, respectively, regardless of the
different propagation direction, i.e., lIls) -+ mllHs), lHn) -+ *tlHn) and ll/s) + malVs), lVa) -+
malVa), respectively. The specific. f'eature of entangled state is that a disturbance on one half of the
photon pair is equivalent to a similar disturbance on the other half of the photon pair. Thus we can
regard mtlHs) as mylHn) and malVs) as malVa), where ,4 represents the possessor of the photon.
This property makes a two-qubit DFS scheme possible regardless of the counter propagation of the
ancillary photon, which is essential to boost up the efficiency to be proportional to 7.
5.3 Discussions
5.3.L Discussionl- Robustness against the unbalance of the transmission
efficiency
We have shown the robustness against the channel noise in a quantitative way. This includes the
rrnbalance of the transmission efficiency of the two channels. We here discuss the robustness against
the different transmission efficiency of the two channels in a qualitative way.
Suppose that the transmission efficiency of the channet 1 (2) is qt (qz). In order to understand
qualitatively, let us reconsider the trajectory of the two photons of the success event. In this case,
as shown in Fig. 5.5, H polarized photon experience 41 , while V polarized photon experience r72.
In the success event, the state is a superposition state of lHpVs) andlVpHs). This means that if
the signal photon pass through the channel 1, the ancillary photon pass through the channel 2. On
the other hand, if the signal photon pass through the channel 2, the ancillary photon pass through
the channel 1. In both cases, one photon experience 4r and the other photon rl2, and the rret effect
is nflz. Thus the unbalance of the transmission efficiency of the two channel dose not affect the
fidelity of the state.
5.3.2 Discussion2- Interpretation
As discussed in Chapter 3, a four-qubit DFS is robust under a general collective noise, however, in
general, a two.qubit DFS protocol is not robust against a general noise. We now consider why our
protocol is robust against a general type of the channel noise, in spite of a two-qubit DFS scheme.
As discussed above, the signal photon is protected from the phase noise by DFS. An important
feature is that the proposed protocol is designed to eliminate the state which is a,ffected by the
polarization rotation by splitting the communication channel into two transmission lines using PBSs.
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Figure 5.5: The trajectory of the signal photon and the ancillary photon. The red (blue) line
represents the trajectory of the H (V) polarized photon. !1 and rl2 represent the transmission
coefficient of the channel 1 and channel 2, respectively.
In other words, ifthe signal photon and the ancillary photon are affected by the polarization rotation
noise, photons appear at port 2 (ancillary photon) or port 4 (signal photon), and they are discarded
by the postselection. By extracting only unaffected state, at the cost of the success probability, they
can share entangled state against a general channel noise.
The alternative protocol that achieves both the robustness and hight efficiency is proposed. The
scheme is implemented using the polarization and the time-bin. In this case, the signal photon is
protected from the phase noise using DFS, which is the same strategy as the above protocol. Instead
of using two transmission lines, the time-bin is used to postselect the state which is not affected by
the polarization rotation. Postselecting the event where both the signal photon and the ancillary
photon pass through LS or SL paths ensures that these photons have not affected by polarization
rotation. Arrival time of the photons tells Alice and Bob that the photons have passed the LL or
55, which indicates that photons are affected by the polariza,tion rotation. An important point is
that both schemes protect the signal photon by DFS and extract the state which is not subjected
to the polarization rotation. Thus proposed schemes achieve the same robustness.
5.3.3 Discussion3-Application range of our protocol
We have shown the robustness and the high efficiency of the proposed protocol. In this section, we
discuss the application range of the proposed protocol.
We have shown that the protocol is applicable to the channel such as optical fibers. We now
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consider the case where the channels are composed of non-reciprocal mediar. For such media, the
matrix for the forward propagation 2 is written as
M′=(罵
: 羅:),
and the matrix fOr backward propagatiOn is written as
(5.10)
(511)
“
.12)
“
.13)
レ
′
=(:: 
風 :)・
Unlike the channel with only reciprocal media, the relation (2.17) does not hold. Let us evaluate
the total state after transmitting photons. As usual, Alice prepare the l@+) as an initial state and
Bob prepa,res lD) polarization state. Let the transformation matrices of the channel I be
and of the channel 2 be
ν′=(罵
: 藤), 紡
′=(言
: 鮮),
L′=(|:[),言′=([[),
respectively. After the photons pass through the channel l and 2,signal photon is transformed as
IIs)→milIIs)+鶴:lys)and ys)→らlff6・)+ιFlys),Whb the andnary photonおtransbrmed
郎 lffR)→らl ffR)+雨:lyR)and lレ■)→ιちIIfR)十:『レ■).The state atter photons pass through
the PBSs becomes
:К
雨lmilJfRIIs)13+雨1鶴:IIJRys・114+雨:mt yRЛb)23+角3m:yRys12alJf4)
+01ιちIFfR〃s)14+雨lι『 IIfRy6・)13+焼:ιιlyRIIs)24+雨:イ17Rys)23)4)
+(ろmilJlrRIIs)23+ろ鶴:IJJRys)24+確milyRIIIs)13+啓m: 7Rys)14)JJAl
+(ろも JJRЛb)24+ろJケJfRys)23+啓ろ|‰Лb)14+啓イ17Rり13)Z⇒l・    
“
・10
As you can see,ヽ″hich state、ve postselect,lve can not extract the state that is not afFected by the
channel noise.「rhus the proposed protoCol is not applicable to the channels which is composed of
the nonreciprocal media.
This can be interpreted as follows: In Sec. 51, the matrices for the forward propagation are
described by(52)and the backward propagationけ(5.3).Com ared these matrices,we aware that
Ъ 脚 酬 嘔 w・e sl10…e′=幌
紛
臨 調 Щ Hけ
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Figure 5.6: The application range of the proposed protocol. Our protocol works against the all the
channels which are made of the reciorocal media.
the matrix elements of the forward propagation M11 and M22 are the same as that of the backward
LL
propagation M11 and M22, respectively. Extracting only the success event, i.e., the signal photon
and the ancillary photon appear at port L and 3, the signal photon becomes lHs) -+ rn1 lHs) and
lVs) -+ m+lHs), while the ancillary photon becomes lfln) -+ mtlHa) and lVs) -+ malVp). In other
words, in case of success, the signal photon and the ancillary photon experience the same noise-noises
for these photons are symmetri,c. On the other hand, comparing (5.10) and (5.11), we aware that the
matrix elements of the forward propagation M{1 is different from that of the backward propagation
M'r,. l,itewise Ml, is different t omfu'rr. That is to say that the signal photon and the ancillary
photon experience the different noise-noises for these photons are asymmetrry. These are why we
can apply the proposed scheme to the reciprocal media but can not apply to non-reciprocal media.
Can't we apply our protocol to all of non-reciprocal media? Let us consider a special case of
nonreciprocal media, where the media which causes only Faraday rotation. In this case, the matrix
for the forward propagation with respect to the channel 1 is described using rotation matrix as
R(θ)= (5.15)
while the backward propagation is described as
?
?
‐
?
?
?
?
?
??????
? ?
?
?? ?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
‐
?
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?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
?? ?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
‐
?
?
,(θ)=
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(5.10
As same as the channel 1, the matrix for the channel 2 is written as R(9') ana F1A';. Postselecting
the state where photons arrive at the port 1 and 3, we have
湯
にOSθ COS σ 〃R玲)13+7R″の13)
In a similar way,pOStSelecting the photons at the port 2 and 4,、ve btain
ギ号6nθdnθ′JfRys.124+yRIS)2a・
(5.17)
(518)
Thus, even if the channels are made of nonreciprocal media, there are case where we can share an
entangled state faithfully.
5.4 Summary
In conclusion, we have proposed an extended protocol based on DFS that achieves both the robust-
ness and the efficiency simultaneously. Our protocol is robust against not only phase noise of the
channel, but also a general (phase noise f polarization rotation) type of the channel noise. This
scheme is not only robust one but also efficient one that achieve the success probability to be pro-
portional to ?. This can be realized by using counter-propagating weak coherent light pulse as an
ancillary photon instead of the single photon, whose idea is proposed by Ikuta et al. The robustness
of against such a noise is also realized using alternative method-the time-bin. The setup of the
two schemes are different, however, the fundamental idea of these schemes are the same, i.e., both
of the schemes, qubits are protected from phase noise using DFS, while polarization state which is
affected by the polarization rotation is eliminated by the postselections. At the end of this chapter,
we have discussed the application range of the proposed protocol. Our protocol is applicable to the
channels that satisfies the reciprocal relation (2.17). The inclusion relation is shown in Fig. 5.6.
Our schemes provide a efficient and f'aithful entanglement distribution which is strongly desired in
quantum information processing.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have proposed an entanglement distribution protocol which realizes a robust and
efficient quantum communication. The efficiency of our protocol is proportional to the transmittance
? in spite of employing the multiple qubits. This is realized by using a weak coherent light pulse
with the intensity to be proportional to ?-1, and sending it from the receiver's side to the sender's
side. Using the important property that the noise on the signal, which forms an entangled photon
pair with Alice's photon, is treated as the noise on Alice's photon, we see that both the ancillary
photon and Alice's photon are experienced the channel noise. This makes possible to use DFS in
spite of the counter propagation of the ancillary photon. In addition, for a better understanding
of the counter-propagating photons, we have introduced two coordinate systems depending on the
propagating directions of the photons. Owing to this we can easily calculate the polarization-state
transformation in the transmission channel.
Our protocol is a robust one which is immune to not only a collective phase noise but also a
general type of the channel noise. Our protocol is based on a DFS scheme that is robust against
the collective phase noise. It is known that a four-qubit scheme, which is serious with respect to
the efficiency, is immune to a general noise. Our scheme is based on a twoqubit DFS, however, this
protocol is immune to a general noise. This can be realized by preparing an additional transmission
line in the channel and the postselection. The states which are affected by the polarization rotations
are rejected by the postselection and we extract an only state which is not unaffected by the noise.
We showed that this scheme is also achieved using the time-bin. The fundamental idea for the
time.bin scheme is the same as that of the former scheme. Using the time-delay at sender's and
receiver's side, and postselecting the photon which arrives the correct time, they can extract the
state which is not influenced by the polarization rotation.
The proposed entanglement distribution protocol works under the channel with polarization
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dependent photon losses. The advantage of our scheme is that it can be realized using only linear
optical devises and photon detectors, which are feasible in the current technologies. In addition, the
treatment of the counter propagation had already established [46], so we believe that the proposed
scheme is possible to demonstrate. We expect the realization of this entanglement distribution
scheme. We hope that this work become the first step to construct of the quantum commrrnication
networks that would realized in the future.
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chap. 2
A.l  Bell states
D)=島(″)+η),Dl=島(π)り)
0=島(|〃)+づ|り),1助=湯(″)づ吟)
lψ )=洗G〃吟 1/〃))=洗←IDDl+IDDl)=洗(IR動IZO)
レ+)=イち(〃り +ly″))=ギ号(IDの一DD)=―ザ告(R励―L助)
φ)=島(|″)yり)=洗(D3+DD))=洗(IRO+L動)
ψ+)=ギ号(|″ )十
yy"=洗(DD)十DD))=洗(R助十LO)
(A.1)
4.2 The expression of Eq. (2.r2) with arbitrary coordinate
systems
We have discussed the expression of the optical fiber fbr backward propagating photon with fixed
coordinate systems as shown Fig.2.1. Here we extend to more general case where the angle between
y and y' is arbitrary.
Consider the case where Alice's y axis and Bob's g axis make d'. To do this, we introduce a new
rotation matrix f. tn" g axis is fixed and the y' axis is rotated by d'. The matrix for backward
propagation is changed to
fr, : f 1e,1n@)woR(-o)iee')
: f 1e'1zu{ z:ree). (A.2)
This is a general description of the birefringent element for backward propagation and this is easily
generalized to the rnodel of the optical fiber, i.e., N birefringent elements. We can also reformulate
the universal compensator using this relation. The matrix of a mirror is changed 
-Z to -fp'12
and the expression of the Faraday mirror is written as
(J p r,'t : R(0 ilear@' ) Z) Ree F) : i1e'1 x
Thus total effect is described as
(A.3)
(Jtotor:tUr*fl
: G @' ) x u{ x i eo' ))i (o' ) xu
: T(o')X. (A.4)
Here we have used the relation ZUT Z : XUI X. The fluctuation of the optical fiber is completely
canceled out and remains onlv the effect of a mirror.
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